25th Council, European Green Party
2 - 4 December 2016, Glasgow, United Kingdom
Draft Minutes
Venue
Strathclyde University Technology and Innovation Centre
99 George St, Glasgow G1 1RD, UK

Friday, 2 December 2016
Plenary Session

Opening Session: Words of Welcome
16.00 – 16:45
Chair:
-

Reinhard Bütikofer, Co-Chair EGP

Speakers:
- Patrick Harvie, Scottish Green Party Co-Convenor
- Nicola Sturgeon, First Minister Scotland

Reinhard Bütikofer welcomes everyone to the 25th EGP Council meeting in Glasgow.
He congratulates the Scottish Greens on their recent success, and wishes Alexander van der
Bellen in Austria all the best for the elections, and to the people of Italy who will vote in a
referendum over the weekend.
Reinhard Bütikofer continues by saying, the EGP could not have come to a more symbolic
place; Scotland has been a clear and determined voice in the European discussion. Greens
welcome their ambitions and contribution to the European cause. Status quo is not an
option; there are too many voices that want to undo the progress of the last 70 years.
Greens must engage in making Europe better, more just, more democratic, Greener, and
economically more successful.
Reinhard Bütikofer follows with, a Europe, of, by and for the citizens. Greens will continue
the fight for freedom of movement, and support young people to carry on this fight. Greens
are working on a Europe that delivers better to its citizens. Lots of citizens have doubts
about Europe, it needs a paradigm shift from austerity to investment, to a thriving innovative,
green and social economy.
In conclusion, Reinhard Bütikofer states, we should defend common values, against populism,
right wing extremism, and all dangerous sentiments. European Greens will remain a distinct
voice in these fights.
Patrick Harvie welcomes everybody to Glasgow. Scotland has been through two
referendums in recent years. The independence referendum was wanted by Scotland, but the
Brexit referendum was not wanted by the Scottish, and the outcome puts their rights and
freedoms at risk.
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Patrick Harvie continues by highlighting the positive aspects of politics nowadays: Europe is
part of the Scottish, the current generation feels European, and the population is very much
politically engaged. More social attitudes towards immigration and asylum, cultural attitude
that we need to hang on to and foster. Brexit threatens a lot: freedom of movement,
economic regulation, food, fisheries, energy, and Europe’s role in leadership in climate change.
Patrick Harvie concludes by saying that Scotland faces a democratic deficit: the majority
voted to remain in the EU. The UK government does not respect Scotland’s position.
Scottish Greens take great value in being part of the European family, and the EGP being in
Glasgow.
Nicola Sturgeon welcomes everybody to Scotland. Scottish Greens have been a positive
force in Scottish politics. Both parties don’t agree on everything, but they do work together
constructively on the many areas where they do agree: climate change, renewable energy,
and equality. The Brexit referendum outcome puts Scotland on the brink of being taken out
of the European Union, against their will.
Nicola Sturgeon remarks that we share the concern of what is happening in other countries
with the far-right, and even though we don’t agree on all policies, we must stand together in
solidarity, to defeat those voices. Scotland as an independent country has huge potential, and
a lot to offer. The movement is not based on ethnic identity, but a civic nationalism, in which
people are welcome here to make it their home.
She continues by saying Scots value EU cooperation, but being European also symbolises the
people and the country they aspire to be. The EU has many faults, but also a forum where
small countries can be equals in a partnership of many. Cooperation is essential.
Nicola Sturgeon highlights that Scotland is committed to combat climate change, and has
passed legislation to reduce the emission of greenhouse gasses. To combat climate change is
a moral duty to future generations, so Scotland will continue to build partnerships, in Europe
and around the world. Scotland has a climate justice fund, which operates on the principle
that those who suffer most from the consequences of climate change are those that have
done least to cause it. Climate change is the best example of an issue that cannot be tackled
by countries alone, but needs cooperation.
Nicola Sturgeon also addresses the refugee crisis. The first Syrian refugees came to Scotland
in 2015, and asylum and immigration is decided upon in Westminster, it didn’t hinder the
Scottish solidarity through practical action.
Nicola Sturgeon continues to note that Brexit vote was a consequence of years of austerity,
leave-voters couldn’t see the advantages of free trade and freedom of movement, and they
felt left behind.
Nicola Sturgeon concludes by saying, in the short term, Scotland will try to make sure its
voice is not cast aside: trying to stop the UK going for a hard Brexit, and steer the UK into a
more sensible direction. Also, look at alternatives for Scotland, distinctive solutions for
Scotland, how to protect Scotland’s place in Europe, and in the single market even if the UK
decides to leave. Preparations are underway to hold another independence referendum, if
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that is the only way to make sure the Scottish voice is heard. The other EU countries will
negotiate with the UK government, but the Scottish want to get their message across, that
they want to remain part of the EU. Scotland is determined to remain an open and outward
looking internationalist country. Greens should know that the SNP is a strong ally to build a
more progressive and more sustainable Europe.
Opening Plenary

Europe after the Brexit referendum: Reset and Relaunch
17:00 – 18:30
Chair:
- Monica Frassoni, Co-Chair EGP
Panellists:
- Lorenzo Consoli, former President of the International Press Association
- Amelia Womack, Deputy Leader of GPEW,
- John Gormley, former Minister for the Environment, Ireland
- Ska Keller, Co-Chair of Greens/EFA and spokesperson on migration
The goal of the plenary was to discuss the consequences of the EU referendum both in the UK and
in the EU, and to discuss the next steps to take as Greens in view of the referendum results.
The discussion focused on the legal and political implications of Brexit, on the issue of language and
the politics of emotion, the role Greens should take in both the Brexit debate and in the future of
Europe in general.
Implications of Brexit
• Article 50 will probably be triggered in March, and negotiations will last 2 years, unless all 27
Member States unanimously agree otherwise.
• Right now hard Brexiteers are in the lead, and want to pick and choose the UK’s future
relation with the EU, but at this stage the 27 Member States are united in refusing to
compromise on the integrity of the single market (all four freedoms). However, the High
Court has mandated that the Parliament (including the Scottish and Welsh parliaments) be
involved in the negotiations, as internal policies must be discussed, therefore making it
difficult for the UK government to choose unilaterally.
• Other options are on the table (EEA and interim transitional agreement), which will however
not be accepted by hard Brexiteers.
• Scottish question: in case of hard Brexit, if Scotland votes for independence and decides to
apply the EU might easily accept it, but only should Scotland manage to convince certain
Member States, namely Spain.
• Irish question: Ireland wants to avoid a hard border with Northern Ireland.
Issue of language and politics of emotion
• The Leave campaign was successful thanks to a rhetoric founded on fear and hatred, one
which stems from globalisation and from the habit of national governments, and, specifically,
the UK government, of redirecting popular resentment over austerity policies towards
Brussels, blaming the EU for their own national failures. All over Europe populist movements
use a passionate, intense rhetoric, which progressive and pro-European forces find difficult to
match, because the pro-EU field has long underestimated the emotional side of politics.
We live in the time of post-truth: there are rational reasons why people are turning towards
populist forces and towards the far right, but rationality alone cannot explain this turn,
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•

without taking into account a change in the rhetoric.
Greens need to become able to connect to people better, to trigger positive emotions, and
to inspire hope. We need to find a way to combine language and facts into a message that is
capable of gaining consensus among the population.

Role of the Greens in Brexit and in the future of Europe
• The quality of the negotiations will be decisive; therefore they must be open and transparent.
We as Greens must be visible, plan strategies to take action, and cultivate a “fighting spirit”
which should equate the emotional strength displayed by populist movements.
• We take into account the possibility that the Brexit course might revert back.
• The progressive forces have become detached from the local communities, therefore we
must go back to them, to listen and address the concerns of the population and of the
working class specifically, building on strength and unity, and showing that there is an
alternative to the discourse of disintegration and fear of the far right and of the populists. We
must reaffirm a positive force in Europe that is close to the people and understands their
concerns.

Saturday, 3 December 2016
Plenary Session

Discussion on the Resolutions and Announcement by Michel Reimon
09:00 – 10:00
Chair:
- Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield, EGP Committee Member
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield gives the floor to Michel Reimon, Committee member, who announces
his resignation as member of the EGP Committee. He explains that on view of possible early
elections in Austria in 2017 and in view of the political challenge of defending the Greens against the
right wing populism, he will focus continue his efforts on the national level, while continuing to
support the EGP wherever possible.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield announces that the EGP Committee will organise an election for the
9th Committee member in an EGP Council meeting, held as a side meeting during the Liverpool
Congress end of March 2017. The call for candidates will be sent after this Council.
Michel Reimon presents the tax havens resolution.
Monica Frassoni presents the Brexit resolution. The Scottish resolution on the same topic has been
withdrawn, as a specific text was included in that Brexit resolution.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield announces that discussions on the Cyprus Resolution in CAS at 12.
There have been some bilateral discussions with the Cypriots and have been updates in the
negotiations themselves.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield explains the submitted Syrian resolution. This was the only resolution
submitted by a member party and the EGP Committee encourages all member parties to submit
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resolutions. However, the Committee felt that this resolution wasn’t detailed and explicit enough, and
asked the Slovenians if they would withdraw it. The draft resolution will be discussed in the Foreign
Affairs working group and the discussion will be moved to the Liverpool Congress.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield announces that there has been an emergency resolution on Turkey by
the Committee.
Monica Frassoni presents the Turkey Resolution.
Mar Garcia presents the 2017 Activity Plan.

Plenary Session

After the Panama Papers: towards fair corporate taxes in Europe
10:00 – 11:30
Chair:
- Catherine Olier, Tax Justice Campaigner Greens/EFA Group in the European Parliament
Panellists:
- Janine Alm Ericson, Member of Parliament Swedish Greens
- Michel Reimon, Die Grünen, MEP and EGP committee member
- Eamon Ryan, Party Leader Comhaontas Glas (Ireland)
- Andy Wightman, Member of Scottish Parliament for the Scottish Green Party
Catherine Olier welcomes the audience and outlines the aim of the session is to assess the role
of the Greens in Europe on tax justice as well as social justice. The plan for the session is to address
the Panama Papers in the first part and tax havens in Europe in the second.
Michel Reimon reflects on the importance the Panama Papers can have on shedding light on tax
avoidance. Stresses the importance of creating stories to keep up public pressure for reform. He
makes the analogy that the ability to avoid taxes is like a vampire, it only works in the dark, and if
light is shed on the layers then the business will die. Public pressure is important to push them to
work on tax avoidance in the wake of the Panama Papers. Notes that the loopholes corporations use
are difficult to detect but the Green Group in Parliament are working in varying methods to address
tax avoidance.
Michel Reimon explains that country by country reporting as mandated by the new Common
Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) regulation is a change that the Green Group welcomes.
The Green Group will be pushing for more progressive reforms in the second drafting of the
regulation to make it more transparent and lower the level at which it is necessary for companies to
declare tax paid. He stresses that it is important to put tax and CCCTB on the agenda for 2017
elections. He mentions that this is the biggest chance the Greens have had in 30 years, and he
emphasizes that it is important to put tax on the agenda in the Brexit negotiations.
Andy Wightman cites UK online corporation financial record and the Scottish Land Reform Act
currently under consultation as good examples of legislative changes that use transparency as a
means to tackle tax avoidance. Identifying tax loopholes is important, often corporations use niche or
historical vehicles and it is often not noticed straight away. Schemes like the Scottish Limited
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Partnerships are being increasingly found to facilitate corruption and illegal activity abroad. Tax
avoidance is a wider issue because it limits the amount of money available to fulfil services in society
and creates an unfair balance between corporations and individuals, also about fairness. Greens can
play a large role in monitoring the deals between financial institutions and the UK government.
Suggests a change in taxation from income to corporation, environmental and land tax. Gives the
example of Amazon paying more in local council tax than corporation tax to highlight the power
other taxes, e.g. land tax can play in readdressing imbalances and tax avoidance.
Eamon Ryan discusses the freedom of movement of capital, arguing that the ability to move
capital in a hidden way is one of the major challenges in addressing tax avoidance. Much of the
business which benefits from tax avoidance is derived from Intellectual Property (IP) rather than
physical objects, e.g. Facebook, Apple and argues these companies who benefit from IP should pay
into the system that creates it through the education system. Warns that the Commission is suing
Apple in Ireland on the basis of unfair competition advantage, this challenge is not about taxpayers
and budgets. Greens should be pushing for it to be easier for people to also challenge companies’ tax
discrepancies on other grounds. Greens should criticise the right-wing populists and political systems
that make this possible rather singling out companies. We need to move this debate from purely
financial to social financial, and to a cross-national level and enable the Commission to work in a way
that doesn’t only look at competition advantage. Tax avoidance is a big issue in Ireland, the Irish
Greens are looking into learning from Scottish Greens’ Land Reform Act and proposing similar
changes in legislation which requires a declaration of the true owner of the land.
Janine Alm Ericson underscores the importance of tackling tax avoidance for developing
countries, who are currently losing 1000billion dollars in unpaid tax. She cites the need to remove
the incentive for companies to compete for lower taxes by creating greater harmonisation of laws
and a decent baseline, as with VAT, to close loopholes. New tax legislation has recently been
proposed in Sweden and tax avoidance as well as wider tax issues are on the political and public
agendas. She continues by saying, tax is closely linked to the provision of the popular welfare state in
Sweden so there was outrage when Nordea bank, which has close links with the state, was involved
in the Panama Papers. Changes to tax laws promoting repairs in Sweden are an important first step
to improving the circular economy and link social and economic development, and developing a shift
in green taxation, but further work is needed to look at guarantees and the implementation of the
legislation.

Plenary Session

Meet the Scottish Greens Q&A
14:30 – 15:00
Chair:
- Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield, EGP Committee Member
Panellists:
- Maggie Chapman, co-convenor Scottish Green Party
- Ross Greer, MSP Scottish Green Party
- Melanie Main, local councillor, Edinburgh
- Phyl Meyer, co-convenor, Disabled Network
The Scottish Greens transformed over the last few years. The independence referendum of 2014
was a pivotal: until then, membership was between 1500 and 2000, and it went up to 8000. The
campaign gave the Scottish Greens the chance to expose the Scottish public to more policy issues
than just environmentalism.
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Ross Greer is party spokesperson on Europe and education in the Scottish Parliament, which was
only established in 1999, and had Green MSPs every session. The last elections were very successful,
after the referendum campaign. Nicola Sturgeon and SNP are in minority government, so Greens
hold balance of power, and already had some significant Green wins. Their aim is to be the main party on the left, and leave Labour behind.

Plenary Session

Innovation is a good thing. But what about jobs?
15:00 – 16:30
Chair:
- Reinhard Bütikofer, EGP Co-Chair
Panellists:
- Gustav Fridolin, Minister of Education, Sweden
- Kaisa Hernberg, Business Developer, angel investor at Afabla Ltd
- Andrea Lindlohr, Deputy Chairperson of the Parliamentary Group the Greens,
Spokesperson for Economics, Member of the Landtag of Baden-Württemberg
- Peter McColl, Convener of Elections and Campaigns Committee at Scottish Green Party
Gustav Fridolin, Sweden’s Green Minister of Education, lines out lives will be much different 10
years from now, hence education is important to prepare for the coming transformation: education
politics need to focus on equality, not school division; in a knowledge-based society skills like digital
literacy and critical thinking are pivotal and an addition, not a replacement, of older skills; need for
lifelong learning for work force to adapt to transformation.
Coming from a business background, Kaisa Hernberg identifies the challenges that start-up companies often face. Many new business models would not be possible without EU’s free movement
and the creation of single digital market. Many start-ups however face serious issues in scaling up
since there is not enough private capital. The EU needs to incentivise private investors to take risk
and facilitate strategic alliances with larger companies. Governments need to better integrate new
innovations and business models into current business frameworks and guarantee social security to
self-employed.
Technical and social innovation leads to new fields of employment, but there is always uncertainty
about the amount and spatial distribution of green jobs, says Andrea Lindlohr from the German
Greens. It is important to consider the variety of new technologies. Investment in research and development is key to facilitate innovation. Governments can help to build alliances for corporations to
improve the exchange of green business practices and ideas, especially around digitalised industry.
Peter McColl (Scottish Green Party) makes clear that big data and Internet is not trivial. We are
in a dramatic economic transformation in which data become the driving force. Automation destroys
jobs and only few jobs, namely care and creativity, are safe from it. But there are two positive sides
too: First, technology has a price advantage compared to resources, hence the future is less resource dependent. Second, we can end alienation by developing skills for creativity and interaction
with people, by that putting care and creativity into the centre.
Plenary session
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Member Parties: Youth
18:30 – 20:00
Chair
-

Mar Garcia, EGP Secretary General

Panellists
- Ross Greer, Member of Scottish Parliament for the Scottish Green Party
- Tomáš Jungwirth, Head of Foreign Affairs Working Group, Czech Green Party,
Consortium of Migrants Assisting Organizations in the Czech Republic
- Sam Murray, Co-Chair of the England and Wales Young Greens
- Paula Espinosa, Red Equo Joven, and member of FYEG Executive Committee
Mar Garcia welcomes the panel and sets out the context for debate. The situation of the youth
today is precarious, the young will be the main victims of current environmental and political crises,
and globalisation. There is a paradox as this generation is best prepared but least able to see
possibilities in their futures. Many lack hope and feel disenfranchised, but still the youth have not
given up. The EGP think the youth are a necessary part of the solution to current challenges. The EGP
wants reinvest in the ideas that there is hope from and for the youth, and it wishes to strengthen
political engagement with the young, especially in Green politics.
Teo Comet thanks the EGP for reaching out the FYEG and representing them on this panel. The
youth are an often underrepresented group in politics but the Greens are better than any other
political group at youth representation. The youth today have had different generational experiences
from baby boomers; it is important not to trivialise feelings of hopelessness that many of the youth
hold at the moment as they face distinctly different challenges to other generations. Strikes a positive
note expressing the will of the youth to regain their future.
Paula Espinosa stresses the importance of lowering the voting to 16 as a means of addressing
democratic imbalances by a changing demographic in Europe. In Spain as in many other countries in
Europe, the older generations tend to vote for conservative parties, whilst the young vote for more
progressive ones. With increasing numbers of older people voting, the political parties are tailoring
their policies to their voters rather than investing and responding to the youth, and the future of
their countries. It is not a coincidence that older people tend to vote more conservatively. In Spain
the government has 33 times the [financial] investment in older rather than younger people. The
Indignados movement is popular amongst many young people and campaigned for votes at 16, only
the conservatives voted against the proposal. 16 is an age at which you can do many important roles
in civil society. The Greens need to address why some young people do not see the benefits of the
EU; in Spain the government is not implementing parts of the EU project which would benefit the
youth although there is much potential. Currently young people are settling for jobs that they are
overqualified due to poor job prospects and high youth unemployment. The Green economy could
present many opportunities in this regard. She notes that for many people, politics has a negative
image, this is a concern as young people will continue to be put off getting involved. Notes that the
young especially are searching for an alternative to the traditional parties.
Sam Murray explains that one quarter of GPEW members are Young Greens [30 or under] as
Green policies on key topics such as the environment, education, minorities and mental health
resonate with a young audience. Understanding that climate change and austerity disproportionate
affect different groups is a critical factor in gaining support from the young who will inherit the
challenges caused by older generations, e.g. climate change. Lowering the voting age to 16 is a key
campaign of the Young Greens and is shared with other campaign groups. Single issue campaigns are
popular amongst young people who are generally less traditionally attached to political parties and
more interested in specific policies. Young people want to be represented by other young people
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who share their experiences, the Young Greens want to give more chances to young people to lead
and represent the Party. He his hopeful that the devolution deal in Wales will present positive
opportunities for young people as it has done in Scotland. Many young people first get involved in
politics through online petitions, hopeful that the lower threshold of 10 (compared to 100,000 in
Westminster) signatories to a get a petition debated in the Welsh Assembly will encourage greater
participation from young people in politics in Wales. Campaigning for citizenship to be taught in
formal education in a way that practically prepares young people to be able to vote and gives them
confidence to do so, and become engaged in politics. This education should be seen as a
governmental responsibility.
Tomáš Jungwirth presents a different situation in Czech Republic where the support for the
Greens is not higher amongst the youth than the general population. The Czech context is different
as in a post-communist society, to be leftist is considered an insult. Many of the things that define the
youth in Western Europe are not applicable to the Czech context, for example there is low
unemployment and no university tuition fees. The youth are more Eurosceptic and there is significant
distrust of institutions and confidence in democracy. On a positive note, the Czech Greens are a
young party, and there is youth involvement in the EGP delegations and party leadership, although
membership is relatively small, they have a voice. Especially through direct action the YGs are doing a
good job at being visible. Greens are the main the spokespeople on solidarity with refugees and this
differentiates them from other parties. The public is more interested in parties reaching out and
building coalitions, and less interested in radical or oppositional politics – even so there is a great
deal of apathy not just in political parties but in politics altogether. Trade unions are not historically
strong in the Czech Republic but Greens are starting to understand they potentially have a strong
ally in the unions, which could be very engaging to young people in low wage precarious jobs. As in
other countries, the Czech Greens generally do less well in more deprived communities, especially
where environmental concerns are less visible. Greens need to improve on delivering complicated
messages into easily understandable communications.
Ross Greer stresses that as a movement Greens need to reflect the diversity of people they seek
to represent. Greens do well with middle-class university students but we need to recognise these
are not the only young people we’d like to engage. Education is a key component in engaging and
equipping young people with the skills to participate in politics: we need to make getting involved in
politics seen as a positive thing to do. There is a difference between alienation and apathy, and many
young people care but do not feel powerful enough to change political decisions that affect them. It is
not enough to be anti-austerity, the Greens have a role here in presenting positive solutions that
improve people’s lives and make them feel more powerful. We need to remember that people are
powerful enough to change their communities.

Sunday, 4 December 2016
Closed session

Membership relations: review and applications
09:00 – 09:30
Chair:
Mar Garcia, EGP Secretary General
Mar Garcia starts by announcing that Marie Utter, who was EGP representative to GEF steps down
for six months. She will be replaced by Evelyne Huytebroeck, EGP Committee member, on an ad
interim base.
Membership relations:
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Regarding the Lithuanian Green Party, the Committee put that on hold until after the elections.
There is an applicant party, Lithuanian Greens, and there’s the Peasants and Union Party, which has an
MEP in the Green Group in the European Parliament. The elections were a month ago, and the EGP
Committee will see how to proceed.
The Committee did a fact-finding mission to South-Tyrol.
Withdrawal of membership of Strana Zelenych from Slovakia: The EGP Committee went to Slovakia
for a fact finding mission and subsequently decided to move ahead with the withdrawal. The
conclusion was that the party is hardly functioning, without members.
Regarding the change of membership category of Groza, Russia from full member to associate
member, the Committee found that they have not been able to establish themselves as a political
party and that this category is more suitable for them.
Mar Garcia then reports on the activities that the EGP Committee did in 2016. She highlights the
event in Belarus in April, celebrating the 30 year anniversary of Chernobyl; in May the participation in
the Ende Gelände demonstration, the KOD tour, the gay pride in Lithuania, the local councillors
conference on refugees in Munich, several member party congresses, and the Earth Day in Brussels.
In the second part of the year, the EGP Committee organized a Party Leaders Meeting in Brussels,
cooperated with the German Greens in a Divestment campaign event, and organized the Local
Councillors conference in Rome about mobility and clean air, and the youth event right before the
Council in Glasgow.
Mar Garcia reminds the delegates that next year council will be the Congress in Liverpool, jointly
organized with the Global Greens. The Green Party of England and Wales and the Global Young
Greens takes this opportunity to organize their conference at the same time.
She also points out the European Ideas Lab that the EGP is organizing together with the Green
Group in the European Parliament in February 2017.
The EGP will continue the Divestment campaign and the Internship Programme (exchange of Green
interns between Green parties).
The EGP will refresh the website, make it responsive and more user friendly. Connected to this is the
change of the EGP logo, which will be voted upon in the voting session.
The EGP welcomes the requests from parties to use the front room in the office in Brussels.

Plenary session

Presentation of the Financial Documents

9:30 – 10:00
Chair
Lena Lindström, Treasurer of EGP
Lena Lindström presents the financial documents: the proposed budget for 2017, the registration fees
to EGP Councils, membership fees and the day allowance for EGP Committee members.
Questions from the delegates are answered.
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Plenary session

Voting session
10:30 – 12:25
Chair
-

Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield, EGP committee member

Mar Garcia reminds the delegates about the announcement of Michel Reimon from the day before
that he resigned from his position in the EGP Committee. Mar Garcia informs that the Committee
will organise an election for the vacancy for a Committee member at the next Council meeting, held
as a side meeting during the Liverpool Congress. A call will be sent out after this Council.
Mar Garcia invites the Council to hold a minute of silence to commemorate Toni Ristov, the
Secretary General of DOM, Macedonia, who passed away last August.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield informs the Council that the voting rights have been withdrawn from 5
member parties (6 votes). Hence, the total amount of allocated votes is 96. The quorum requires 49
votes to be present. ¾ majority of the allocated votes is 72 votes (required for EGP Statutes and
membership changes), and 2/3 majority of the allocated votes is 64 votes (required for changes in the
EGP Rule Book).
The electronic voting system is introduced to the delegates. In a trial vote, the total number of 86
votes out of 96 allocated votes is cast, thus the 50%+1 quorum being achieved.
Election of the Finance Advisory Board (FAB)
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield reminds the Council that the FAB report has been sent to the
delegates the day before and invites the delegates to proceed to the elections.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield clarifies the rules for election as specified in the Rule Book.
Result of the 1st round for candidates to the FAB:
1) Mike Mathias
– 14 votes (15,9%)
2) Brid Mc Grath
– 22 votes (25%)
3) Ute Michel
– 50 votes (56,8%)
4) Madeleine Petrovic
– 2 votes (2,3%)
Ute Michel is re-elected as a FAB member in the first round.
Result of the vote for the second FAB member:
1) Mike Mathias
– 23 votes (26,7%)
2) Brid Mc Grath
– 35 votes (40,7%)
3) Madeleine Petrovic
– 28 votes (32,6%)
Result of the second round for the second FAB member:
1) Brid Mc Grath
– 42 votes (47,7%)
2) Madeleine Petrovic
– 46 votes (52,3%)
Madeleine Petrovic is elected as the second FAB member.
Result of the vote for the third FAB member.
1) Mike Mathias
– 59 votes (67%)
2) Brid Mc Grath
– 29 votes (33%)
Mike Mathias is elected as the third FAB member.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield and Lena Lindstrom congratulate the newly elected Finance Advisory
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Board and thanks Brid Mc Grath for having put her candidature forward.
Membership Relations
Withdrawal of membership Strana Zelenych, Slovakia
Mar Garcia reminds the delegates that Strana Zelenych was informed in due course and invited to be
present at the Council. However, the party hasn’t replied and hasn’t come to the Council.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield reminds that as this is a statutory and membership change, ¾ majority
of the allocated votes is required for the decision to be adopted.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the delegates to vote on withdrawal of membership Strana
Zelenych, Slovakia.
Membership of Strana Zelenych, Slovakia, is withdrawn with 78 votes in favour, 4 votes against, 1
abstention.
Change of membership category GROZA, Russia
The membership category for GROZA, Russia, is changed to Associate Member with 84 votes in
favour, 1 vote against and 1 abstention.
Application of EQUO, Spain, for Full Membership
EQUO, Spain, is accepted as a Full Member with 85 votes in favour, no votes against and 2
abstentions.
Juan Lopez de Uralde on behalf of EQUO thanks for this vote of trust and promises to do their best
to expand the Green values in Spain and in Southern Europe.
Adoption minutes Utrecht Council, 20-22 May 2016
Mar Garcia explains the proposed clarifications to the draft minutes on page 14 and page 18.
The minutes of the Utrecht Council, 20-22 May 2016 are adopted with 84 votes in favour (97,7%)
and 2 abstentions (2,3%) and no votes against.
Draft Activity Plan 2017
There were 3 amendments submitted to the draft Activity Plan 2017. There was a compromise text
found between the Committee and the tabling party for Amendments 1 and 3.
The vote on the CAS amendment 1 (Vihreät - De Gröna) is by show of cards. The CAS amendment
1 is adopted unanimously.
Vote on amendment 2 (Vihreät - De Gröna): Amendment 2 is rejected with 41 votes in favour
(47,7%), 36 votes against (41,9%) and 9 abstentions (10,5%).
The vote on the CAS amendment 3 (SF, Denmark) is by the show of cards. The CAS amendment 3 is
adopted with 6 votes against and no abstentions.
The Activity Plan 2017 is adopted with 1 vote against.
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The Budget 2017 is adopted with 3 abstentions.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the delegates to vote on the membership fees 2017 in the
version that takes into account the membership changes just adopted. The membership fees 2017 are
adopted with 3 abstentions.
Amendment to the EGP Statutes
Mar Garcia reminds the delegates that most of the technical changes to the EGP statutes were
adopted in Utrecht in order to comply with the provisions of the new EU Regulation N° 1141/2014
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 October 2014 on the statute and funding of
European political parties and European political foundations. The only remaining issue is the EGP
logo that has to be part of the Statutes according to the new regulation. To this purpose, the
Committee suggests the amendment of the Statutes of the EGP as annexed to these minutes.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield explains that in accordance with article 50, §3 of the Belgian law of 27
June 1921, the decision to modify the articles of association needs to be incorporated in a notary
deed. In this respect, the Council decided unanimously to grant a special proxy to Mrs. Elise De
Baerdemaecker, Mrs. Leen Van Goethem or Mr. Rachid El Abr of Law Square Attorneys, acting alone,
in order to appear before a Belgian notary in order to notarise the new text of the statutes of the
Association.
The proposal to amend the Statutes of the EGP is adopted with one vote against and no abstentions.
Thus, the refreshed EGP logo is adopted.

Amendments to the EGP Rule Book
Congress Regulations (update of Annex F)
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the Council to vote on draft Congress Regulations by the show
of cards. The Congress regulations are adopted unanimously.
Proposal for a change to the Rule Book on day allowance for the EGP Committee
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield proposes to vote on all 6 amendments in block. The Council agrees.
All 6 amendments are rejected with 5 votes in favour and 5 abstentions.
Otto ter Haar proposes to have a split vote on the proposal of the Committee: 1st vote on the
number of calendar days, 2nd vote on the amount of per diem.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the Council to vote on the proposal to have a split vote. The
Council rejects to have a split vote on the issue with 34 votes in favour (40,5%), 32 votes against
(38,1%) and 18 abstentions (21,4%).
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the Council to vote on the original proposal for a change to the
Rule Book on day allowance for the EGP Committee. The proposal for a change to the Rule Book on
day allowance for the EGP Committee is adopted with 2 votes against and 10 abstentions.
List of Special Members – December 2016
The list of the Special Members in the Annex B of the Rule Book is adopted unanimously.
Draft Allocation of votes and delegates – 5th EGP Congress, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 30 March – 2
April 2017
The Allocation of votes and delegates for the 5th EGP Congress, Liverpool, United Kingdom, is
adopted unanimously.
Resolution “EU after the Brexit Referendum: Time to reset”
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Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield informs the Council that most of the tabled amendments have been
incorporated during the compromise amendment session and proposes to vote “en block” for them.
All compromise amendments are accepted “en block”.
Individual amendments are explained (link).
AM 1 (EELV) is rejected with 15 votes in favour and 3 abstentions.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield invites the Council to vote on the choice of the preferred alternative
between AM 18 (Swedish Greens) and CAS AM 20. There are 55 votes in favour of AM 18 (64,7%),
19 votes in favour of CAS AM 20 (22,4%) and 11 abstentions (12,9%).
AM 18 is adopted with 52 votes in favour (59,1%), 34 votes against (38,6%) and 2 abstentions (2,3%).
CAS AM 27 is rejected with 28 votes in favour (35,4%), 44 votes against (55,7%) and 7 abstentions
(8,9%).
AM 30 (Groen) is rejected with 22 votes in favour and 5 abstentions.
CAS AM 37 is rejected with 19 votes in favour and 2 abstentions.
AM 39 (Swedish Greens) is rejected with 26 votes in favour and 4 abstentions.
AM 40 (EELV) is rejected with 19 votes in favour and 5 abstentions.
AM 42 (Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen) is withdrawn.
CAS AM 46 is adopted unanimously.
CAS AM 49:
1st vote on the preferred alternative:
41 votes (50%) of the votes are in favour of adding to the text “fair wage”, 36 votes (43,9%) in favour
of adding to the text “minimum wage”, and 5 abstentions.
2nd vote on whether to add to the text “fair wage”:
64 votes (75,3%) in favour, 5 votes against (5,9%) and 16 abstentions (18,8%). The text “Member
States urgently need to deliver a fair wage for a fair day's work.” is added to the resolution.
AM 56 (ICV) is withdrawn.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield reminds the Council that the amendments that have been withdrawn
will be looked at in the WG on Foreign Affairs or Future of Europe.
The resolution “EU after the Brexit Referendum: Time to reset” is adopted as amended (link).
Resolution “Fighting tax havens, evasion and money laundering”
Mar Garcia informs the Council that a compromise has been found for most of the tabled
amendments in the compromise amendment session and proposes to vote “en block” for them.
All compromise amendments are adopted “en block”.
CAS AM 2 to add “criminal organisations” is adopted with 3 abstentions.
CAS AM 42 is adopted with 20 votes against and 3 abstentions
The resolution “Fighting tax havens, evasion and money laundering” is adopted as amended with 7
abstentions (link).
Resolution “Proposal for an ACT Network”
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield informs the Council that a compromise has been found for all tabled
amendments in the compromise amendment session and proposes to vote “en block” for them.
All compromise amendments are adopted “en block” with 1 abstention.
The resolution “Proposal for ACT network” as amended is adopted unanimously (link).
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Resolution “On Cyprus: Support the opportunity for lasting peace”
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield informs the Council that a compromise has been found for most of the
tabled amendments in the compromise amendment session.
AM 1 (EELV) is withdrawn.
AM 11 (Ecologist Greens) is withdrawn.
CAS AM 18 to add the words “and calls for the withdrawal of the Turkish troops” is adopted with 6
votes against.
The resolution “On Cyprus: Support the opportunity for lasting peace” is adopted as amended (link).
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield reminds the Council that the resolution On Syria has been postponed
until Liverpool Council and will be further developed within the WG on Foreign Affairs.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield recalls that the Scottish Greens have withdrawn the draft resolution
“Scotland, Northern Ireland and Gibraltar in the European Union” in favour of the common
resolution on Brexit.
Emergency Resolution “On the Situation in Turkey”
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield informs the Council that a compromise has been found for all tabled
amendments and proposes to vote “en block” for them. AM 20 has been withdrawn.
All compromise amendments are adopted “en block”.
The resolution “On the situation in Turkey” is adopted as amended with 2 abstentions.
Monica Frassoni thanks all the delegates for productive work during the compromise amendments
session and the voting session.
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield concludes the voting session.
All adopted documents in the Glasgow Council can be found on:
https://europeangreens.eu/glasgow2016/adopted-documents.

Closing remarks
Mar Garcia thanks the staff of the venue, EGP staff, and the Scottish Greens for hosting the EGP in
Glasgow.
She points out that the work done during this Council was positive, discussions were held on
pressing issues on the European political agenda and agreements have been reached. The EGP
Committee has been given a mandate to develop the ACT Network as a way to connect with
citizens.
She continues that the European Greens serve as an umbrella to strengthen horizontal cooperation
and coordination, and that this Council is another step to make us more cohesive.
She concludes by saying that the main challenges faced by Greens are global, and that Europe is our
best window to globalization. The EGP proposes a reset of the EU, introducing the necessary changes.
Pro-European forces are still a majority and able to win the battle, and the Greens have to be smart
and intelligent in this.
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Council ends.
Minutes drafted and signed on …..

________________________________________
Mrs. Maria del Mar Garcia Sanz
Secretary General EGP
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Annex 1: Proposal to amend the Statutes of EGP as adopted at the Utrecht
Council 20-22 May 2016:
The Committee proposes to add the following new paragraph 2.3 in ARTICLE 2,
NAME AND SEAT, of the current Statutes of EGP:
2.3

The logo of the European Green Party is a green rectangle with a stylized sunflower
- consisting of twelve yellow petals – slightly tilted to the right, and with the words
“European Green Party” in white letters (font: Jaldi) positioned on the right of it.

Alternatively, the words “European Greens” can be used. For official documents the
logo with “European Green Party” will be used.
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